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Figure 1: Heart Plotter
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Abstract
This paper reintroduces pen plotting to interaction and
visualization design through the project of HeartPlotter.
The HeartPlotter collects the user’s heartbeat data,
maps the data into the pen movements, then presents
the real-time variations in heart rate through its
mechanical movements and sounds, and finally delivers
the overall HRV information in a compact form as one
drawing on paper. In this pilot study, we experimented
with three basic mappings between data and
visualizations by controlling the pen movement in
speed, path and pen-down timing. The results show
that the pen’s speed could present changing heart rate
data in real-time and the pen’s path mainly affects the
data visualization and the aesthetic of the plotted
drawings. Finally, we discuss the possibility and
limitations of the pen plotter used in information
display and interaction design.
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Intro
oduction
In the
e 1980s, pen plottters were popular vector-graphics
printin
ng devices. They were
w
beloved because of the fine
contin
nuous lines they could draw. Unlike
e inkjet printers,
pen plotters use an acttual pen to draw, instead of
spraying little drops of ink over the pape
er. As such,
even today,
t
many artis
sts and graphic de
esigners are still
attrac
cted by pen plotters for the effect of
o actual ink
touching paper. Typically, pen plotters draw
d
slowly by
stepping through every
y command in a ve
ector graphics
file an
nd translate the co
ommands into a series
s
of pen
movements. Pen plotte
ers can be controllled by for
example HPGL (Hewlett-Packard Graphic
cs Language)
comm
mands from a seria
al port in real time
e, achieving a
separate movement such as “pen up”, “pen
“
down”, or
“move
e from point A to point B”. Seen in this light, a pen
plotte
er can be used as an interactive dra
awing machine,
responding to a user's live input.
Figure 2: S
System of Heart Plotter

Figure 3: visu
ualization process off Heart
Plotter

w
expands the view of visualizing bio-data
This work
beyon
nd the screen by drawing
d
the data on
o paper with a
pen plotter. In many prrevious studies, heart rate data
has be
een visualized in various
v
novel way
ys. For instance,
Hoink
kis [1] visualizes the heartbeat thro
ough vibration
patterrns in the water surface. Lee et al. [2] visualizes
users’’ accumulated acttivity logs by engrraving patinalike pa
atterns on the wriistband of activity
y trackers. In
[3], th
he authors develo
oped a drawing ma
achine named
Metap
phone, transforming the user’s bio-data into an
abstra
act painting. Furth
hermore, Khot et al. [4] designed
a systtem called SweatA
Atoms that transfo
orms the heart
rate data
d
into 3D printe
ed material artifac
cts. More
intere
estingly, they also proposed a new way
w
of
visualizing heart rate data through a pub
blic interactive
waterr fountain installattion, which creates a
personalized sports drin
nk [5].
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Recently, pen plotters have
e been rediscovere
ed as
quirky, cusstomizable interac
ctive devices. Forr instance,
Wilshen an
nd Quinn [6] deve
eloped an electro--mechanical
sound dev
vice based on a pe
en plotter (Roland
d-DXY).
Winterberg
g et.al [7] designed an interactive installation
based on a plotter, which draws graphics res
sponding to
an audiencce’s facial express
sion. Except for ap
pplications
in art insta
allations, we found that very few sttudies had
explored tthe feasibility of pen plotter as an in
nterface for
informatio
on display and purrpose-directed interaction.

HeartPlo
otter: a Visualiization Tool off Bio-data
In this stu
udy, we use a pen plotter instead off an onscreen gra
aphic display to visualize the heart rate
variability.. HeartPlotter mea
asures the user’s pulse
signal, calcculates the heart rate variability da
ata, and
then prese
ents the data by tthe pen movemen
nts and its
drawings o
on paper.
System
The system
m structure of HeartPlotter is show
wn in figure
2. The pul se signal is measured by a PPG sen
nsor with
an Arduino
o board. We developed a Processing sketch
that receiv
ves the pulse sign
nal from the ampliifier and
processes the signal to extrract Heart Rate Va
ariability
(HRV) data
a. In the program
m, HRV parameterrs are
mapped to
o the parameters of the pen movem
ments in
HPGL form
mat commands. Th
hen through a serrial (RS232C) porrt, the commands are passed to the
e pen
plotter, co
ontrolling the pen acting on the surfface of the
paper.
acquisition and pro
ocessing
Bio-data a
The pulse signal is acquired
d with an optic PPG
G sensor at
a sampling
g rate of 256 Hz. In an effort to sim
mplify the
calculation
ns, the signal is do
own-sampled to 1
128Hz.
Then the p
pulse signal is filte
ered by a 3th orde
er
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Butterrworth low pass fiilter with a cut-offf frequency of
2Hz, so
s the peaks of th
he signal (pulse pe
eak) can be
detectted accurately. Ea
ach time the syste
em detects the
pulse peak value it saves the time accorrdingly. The
Inter Beat Interval (IBII) is the time diffe
erence between
two heartbeats. For bettter control of Hea
artPlotter, we
smootthen the IBI data by averaging the IBI data with
an exponentially weighted moving avera
age filter of 16
heartb
beats. The formula is: IBIavg = (15 × IBIavg +
IBI)/1
16. The initial valu
ue of IBIavg is 600 ms. The realtime HR
H avg (Heart Rate)) value will be 600
000ms divided
by the
e value of IBIavg. In
I the time-domain
repres
sentation of the HRV
H
time series, we
w calculated
statisttic feature, the sta
andard deviation of IBI in a
movin
ng window of 16 heartbeats,
h
namely SDNN16. In
this way,
w
we obtained three
t
clearly defin
ned parameters
from the
t
measured pulse signal, HRavg, IBI
I avg and
SDNN
N16, which will be mapped
m
to pen movements for
visualization.
paces
Mappiing between differrent parameter sp
Different from the desig
gn of screen-base
ed visual
feedback, the data is not used to create visualization
directly. In HeartPlotter, the data is map
pped to the
pen’s movements and the
t
‘interaction’ between pen and
paperr allows deviations
s from the visualiz
zation designed
in the
e program, which gives
g
rise to aesth
hetics beyond
human control. The ma
apping process in HeartPlotter
can be
e divided into two
o stages between three
param
meters spaces: bio
o-data space, physical movement
space and visualization space, see figure
e 4. In data
space, three parameterrs (HRavg, IBIavg an
nd SDNN16) are
prepared as above men
ntioned. Then, the
e data is
mapped to the moveme
ent space in three
e different
ways, namely speed off movement, path of movement
and time of pen-down. The physical mov
vements of the
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pen determ
mine the drawing output on the paper but
also affectt the user experience. For instance,, the speed
of movem ent influences the
e thickness of the lines on
the paper,, but also the tone
e of machine soun
nd.

Figure 4:: Division of mappin
ngs between parame
eter spaces

HeartPlottter is designed to present the variattion of
heartbeat data. To make th
he interaction imm
mediate and
transparen
nt, we implement a heartbeat-trigg
gered
interactive
e mode for HeartP
Plotter, where the pen will
act upon e
each individual he
eartbeat, but one o
or more of
the extraccted parameters ‘m
modulate’ the pen
n
movementts. This also requiires that each movement
should be finished within th
he shortest heartb
beat
interval, w
which is about 500
0ms [8]. The draw
wing
process off a circle, arc, or p
polygon shape would be too
slow to be
e finished within one heartbeat interval, hence
we use ‘do
ot’ and ‘line’ as the basic forms in tthe
visualizatio
on design. Throug
gh the pen movem
ments, the
data can b
be visualized on paper with a seque
ence of dots
and lines o
of different size, tthickness, length a
and
position.

Design E
Exploration
We conduccted a pilot study to explore the vis
sualization
of HRV witth the plotter. Thrree basic aspects of the pen
movementt were experimen
nted, namely spee
ed and path
and time o
of pen-down. Thro
ough the following
g three
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explorrations, we would like to see the dy
ynamic qualities
and co
onstraints of the plotter
p
from the perspectives
p
of
visualization and intera
action.

(a).

(b).

(c).

Figure5: The speed-mapping
HeartPlo
otter drawings. (a) during
deep brea
athing exercise (b) during
d
normal relaxation, (c) after physical
exercise

Figure
e 6: The path-mappiing
HeartPlotter drawings. (a) (c) during
normal rrelaxation, (b) (d) during
d
deep breathing exercise
e

o speed-mapping
g
Visuallization 1: Based on
The sp
peed of the pen movement
m
not only
y affects the
thickn
ness of the lines, but
b also varies the
e tone of the
machine sound. The sp
peed parameter ra
anges from 0 to
40, where 0 is the slow
west speed of 13.8
8 mm/second,
and 40 is the fastest sp
peed of 468.7 mm
m/second. In a
pilot user
u
test, we foun
nd that the pitch of
o the machine
sound
d changes linearly with the speed, but
b can only be
perceived by users in a limited range fro
om speed 0speed
d 20.
In the
e speed-mapping visualization
v
process, the plotter
draws
s straight lines of same length (10 mm).
m
The pen’s
speed
d is modulated by the user’s heart rate.
r
A high
speed
d indicates a fast heart
h
rate. To ens
sure the user
can pe
erceive the variations of heart rate during the
intera
action, the HRavg value ranging from
m 50 to 120 bmp
(beat per minute) is ma
apped to a hearingdisting
guishable speed (0-20).
(
We selecte
ed the normal
white print paper of 80 g/m2 and a black
k felt pen of
0.3mm
m tip size for the user test. Figure 5 shows one
example of drawings prroduced with hearrtbeat data
measu
ured from the sam
me participant und
der different
condittions: (a) during deep
d
breathing ex
xercise (b). in
relaxa
ation (c). after phy
ysical exercise. Frrom the
drawings, the lines gen
nerated with a fastt speed look
pale and
a
the ones with a slower speed te
end to be
thicke
er and darker. Dra
awing (a) shows an
a obvious
oscilla
ation in heart rate
e caused by deep breathing. In
drawing (c), the relativ
vely pale lines show an increased
heart rate after exercis
se. Drawing (b) re
eflects a normal
heart rate, but with a lo
ow variation.
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Visualizatiion 2: Based on pa
ath-mapping
In HeartPl otter, each heartb
beat triggers one movement
that mightt consist of severa
al moves. The bas
sic form of
a move is a straight-line mo
otion. Four factors
s determine
the path o
of a movement: sttart position, num
mber of
moves, dirrection of each move, and length o
of each
move. Bassed on the numbe
er of moves, the p
path of a
movementt could be a simplle line or a comple
ex shape.
In this stu
udy, we do not intend to explore the
e
complexity
y of graphic design; instead, the plotter draws
a simple sstraight line at one
e heartbeat, wherre the
direction a
and length of the lines are modulated with IBI
data.
d out with the sim
mple visualization design of a
We started
circular ba
ar chart. Again, a single straight line is used
as the bassic element. As He
eartPlotter is desig
gned based
on a flatbe
ed plotter, to keep
p the continuity off the
interactive
e process, we mad
de the bar chat in a circle
radiating o
outwards, and eac
ch line starts from
m the
center. We
e tried two mapping methods: map
pping
IBIavg to tthe length of the line or to the space between
two adjace
ent lines. Figure 6 shows path-map
pping
drawings p
produced by heartbeats data during
g the
relaxation and deep breathiing exercise. We c
can
perceive th
he overall HRV infformation of the e
entire
session dirrectly from the sh
hape and the textu
ure of
drawings. Compared to sub
btle changes in dra
awings (a)
(c), drawin
ng (b) and (d) sho
ow an obvious heart rate
rhythm by
y the regular fluctuations on the outline of the
shape and
d the denseness of the texture.
Visualizatiion 3: Based on tiime of pen-down
Besides th
he continuous lines, the pen plotterr can also
draw discrrete dots by a con
nsecutive moveme
ent of PenDown-Pen
n-Up. The position of a dot is determ
mined by
the path o
of movement; unliike line drawings, the pen
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(a).

(b).

(c).

Figure
e7: The dot drawing
gs of
HeartPlotter. (a) during relaxation,
(b) after physical exercise, (c)
during deep breathing exe
ercise

does not
n touch the pap
per during the mov
ves until it
reaches the specific position. Typically, the
t
pen-downup mo
ovement is quite fast
f
(less than 100
0ms), leaving a
dot ne
early as small as the
t
pen tip. And the longer the
pen is
s touching the pap
per, the more ink will spread into
a larger dot on the pap
per. Therefore, the
e time of pen
down without movement on the paper determines the
size of the dot, which becomes
b
another parameter
p
availa
able for data visua
alization.
Firstly
y, we tested the effect of the pen-d
down duration
on the
e dot’s size. The duration
d
is controlled in the
progra
am from 100ms to 1800ms. The re
esult shows
that, based on the dark
kness and size of the dot, the
dots can
c
only be identiffied into three typ
pes: small
(shortter than 500ms), medium (500ms--1000ms) and
large (longer than 1000
0ms). Then, we map
m
the
heartb
beat intervals (IBIIavg) to the duratio
on of pendown.. The typical huma
an IBI data range
es from 500ms
to 120
00ms during deep
p breathing. And during
d
normal
state, fluctuations of IB
BI are maintained within the
small range of 700ms-1
1000ms. Here, to achieve an
immediate and natural mapping, we use
e a simple
metho
od. When HeartPlo
otter detects a ne
ew heartbeat, it
moves the pen to a new
w position and puts the pen
down on the paper. Wh
hen IBIavg is less th
han 700ms, the
pen is
s lifted immediately with the default speed.
Otherrwise, the pen kee
eps in touch with the
t
paper until
a new
w heartbeat is dete
ected. The results
s of the user
test are shown in figure
e 7. Drawing (a) shows
s
a normal
heart rate level with a set of similar med
dium-sized dots.
In dra
awing (b), after th
he exercise, the fa
ast heart rate
produces a set of smalll dots by a very sh
hort pen-down
time. As we expected, during a deep bre
eathing
exercise, the enhanced
d heart rate rhythm
m is reflected
by varied dots, see figu
ure 6(c).
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Discussiion
The pilot sstudy explored thrree basic parametters of the
pen movem
ment and their efffects on drawings
s. Speed of
movementt can be an effecttive way of presen
nting heart
rate data b
based on the varied tones of machine sound.
This gives users an immediate audio feedbac
ck. But our
hearing sy
ystem can only dis
stinguish a limited
d range of
pitch chan
nges caused by sp
peed modulation. IIn the
visualizatio
on, the speed mainly influences the
e thickness
and darkn ess of lines. Gene
erally, the lines on
n paper can
be divided
d into three groups based on thickn
nesses and
the bold lin
ne can only be ge
enerated with a ve
ery slow
movementt. The speed also determines the d
duration of
one movem
ment, which shou
uld be within one h
heartbeat
interval. F
For example, if the
e speed were set tto the
slowest (s peed value = 0), the pen would on
nly move
7mm in a straight line withiin the shortest he
eartbeat
interval (5
500ms). Therefore
e, the pen’s speed
d is an
important factor to be considered in the interaction
design, be
ecause it limits the
e length and the c
complexity
of the mov
vement path. The
e path of movement has a
greater fle
exibility in visualiz
zation and a good capacity of
informatio
on display. The changes of lines, su
uch as the
direction a
and length, can be
e easily perceived
d visually.
The time o
of pen-down main
nly affects the dot size in the
visualizatio
on. The capacity o
of presentation off dots is
limited; on
nly three ‘levels’ o
of data can be exp
pressed by
small, med
dium and large do
ots.
Compared
d with on-screen v
visual displays, we
e found the
plotter hass the following valuable characteris
stics as an
interactive
e output. Firstly, a pen plotter is a multimodal (ph
hysical-visual-audiitory) output interrface
through th
he mechanical mo
ovements of the pen, sound
of the macchine, and the dra
awings on the pap
per.
Secondly, the working of a plotter is a two-sttage
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transformation process: from data to pen movements
and from pen movements to the effect of ink on the
paper. This gives plotters a good controllability of data
representation but also flexibility and versatility in
rendering the output artistically. Thirdly, plotters not
only display the output data in real time, but also
present the overall information with a whole painting
after the interaction. We believe there is a great,
untapped potential of pen plotters in the HCI field. The
pen plotter can be used for purpose-directed
interaction, presenting various types of data in a
physical-audio-visual modality. It could act upon
various inputs that are live and interactive, providing
the users with a rich interactive experience. Just as one
user said: “It brings back memories of me sitting in my
father’s office looking at and listening to this ‘magical’
machine!” As we can see, there are still some
weaknesses with the plotters, such as the limited
drawing speed, special requirements on pen and paper,
and inevitable machine sounds. But we think these
difficulties can be understood and used well, can turn
out to be valuable factors in interaction design.

Conclusion and future work
This paper presents HeartPlotter, a device to visualize
heart related information through integration with a
pen-plotter device. HeartPlotter presents heart rate
variability in a dynamic drawing process, where the pen
moves with different paths and touches paper with ink
gradually generating visualization. We hope the findings
of this study could breathe new life into “obsolete”
plotters for their interactive aspects and attract more
interest from researchers in the field of HCI. Future
research on HeartPlotter will explore more interactive
modes and visualization designs based on the findings
from this pilot study.
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